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HEPI in the crisis 3: Daily blog
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They were a lucky generation (once)
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Students behave rationally (even if surveys 
suggest they don’t)



Easy to forget students are rational



Pre-pandemic: Reasons 
to be optimistic on inflow

1. Boris Johnson more 
pro than Theresa May

2. New post-study work 
rules

3. Trump’s re-election?

4. Australian 
Government less keen

Post-pandemic: Numbers 
down but lots to play for

1. Visa regime?

2. Show UK is safe

3. Information on post-
study work regime?

4. Need to fill in skills 
shortages

5. New ministerial group 
on educational exports

International students: can we get out of blocks fastest?
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1. More understanding of research due to pandemic

2. Universities on backfoot after years of opacity on finances

3. Sensible-ish list of proposals to Govt (but prioritisation awry)

4. But Government support is not new money …

5. … doesn’t match the specific gap (overseas students / research)

6. And the sector will come to regret lobbying for numbers cap

7. There could be more £££ but lots of strings (eg might be loans)

8. Challenges outside England (Scotland and Wales) even greater

9. Office for Students consultation a potential hidden nasty

10.Policymakers will wish to see a different sector emerge at end –
where are the sector’s own proposals on this? (On USS reform?)
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University lobbying in the crisis

Nicola Dandridge said: “None of us 
know what is going to be happening 
in the autumn ... The important thing 
here is absolute clarity to students 
so they know what they're getting.”
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